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These are simple low cost lamps that are suitable in most solar installations where cost is an issue 
and quality needs to be acceptable. They are OK in most rooms t0 10 -15 m2 area where 1 lamp is 
mostly OK. If walls and floor are dark you need more lamps and one per 5-10 m2 is better. This is 
complete new lamps with no sockers for new installations and when old lamps are replaced.

Led Tube lamp unit model  L600/1050. This is a integrated led tube 
with 600 mm length and high efficiency Led emitters inside.
Lamps are easily installed by clamps and then lamps are clicked to 
position. one adapter makes it possible to connect many lamps in a 
line with only one cable. Length can be 5-10 meter in needed 
connected this way.
Lamps have the new generation LED emitters with high efficiency of 
130 Lumen / W. Here we offer more light in tensity and less power 
through cable so battery is less stressed .
Led tubes operates at booth 110-230 Volt AC 50 or 60 Hz. Warranty 
is 3 years after delivery.

Features L600/1050 Led tube integrated lamp

* Led tube length 600 mm
* Integrated driver and delivered with attachment cables
* Output light flux 1050 Lumen which is rather high
* Power consumption only 8W
* Light color white 5500-6000 Lumen
* RS value 80 for better visibility and color correctness
* Beam angle 120 degree
* Input voltage 85-265 AC 50-60 Hz multivoltage.
* Power output is stabilised to give same output all over 85-256 Volt
* Aluminum housing for better cooling and rugged function
* 3 Years warranty ex factory counted from delivery date
* Delivered with cable , extension wall plug adapter and 2 clips for fasteners
* One box packet is 5 Kg in weight for 25 complete lamps with boxes.

Prices only. 1-25  Pcs  USD 6 / ea
25-50 pcs USD 5
50-250 pcs USD 4.25

Weight cost  is  0.2 Kg / ea over 25 pcs / delivery.
Lamps are planned to be instock here and at partners in Tropical areas 2017
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Roof lamp with housing modell RS6W/2700K
with led driver and all components included in 
the housing.
This lamp have a nice warmer light useable in 
comfort zones and is powerful with 2700 I 
color temperature and full 6W. Light flux is 600 
Lumen. Input is  85-265 Volt AC so it can handle large variations with no changes in output 
intensity. Lamp housing is in plastic and connection by 2 cables to main voltage.
 
Features of Model RS6W/ 2700 K led panel light.

* Integrated ceiling led lamp with all in one 
housing

* Perfect for new installations or updating old 
sites

* Moderate 6W power consumption
* Typical 600 Lumen light flux
* Color temperature 2700 K warm white
* 85-265 VAC operation voltage 50 - 60 Hz
* Warranty 2 years counted from delivery 

date ex works.
* Housing made in plastic and cower glass 

opal plastic glass
* Simple connection by 2 cables to AC. No 

earth cable needed as it is dual insulated.
* Ideal for booth ceiling and wall mounting

Prices only. 1-25  Pcs  USD 6 / ea
25-50 pcs USD 5
50-250 pcs USD 4.25

Weight cost  is  0.2 Kg / ea over 25 pcs / delivery.

Lamps are planned to be in stock here and at partners in Tropical areas 2017
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